Teacher supply has been a hot topic in policy and politics for more than two decades. Historically, advocates have framed teacher supply challenges as being very specific to the education sector. The issues have ranged from the readiness of young teachers for real classrooms, to pay, to improving diversity in the educator ranks. However, readiness, competitive pay, and diversity needs are not unique to teaching and they are certainly not the only conditions impacting the labor market.

After all, educators are part of a larger labor pool and now, more than ever, job-specific challenges have given way to a broader sociological shift related to work.

Indeed, America is facing the most unique and diverse labor market in the history of the American workforce. While cultural, generational, and technological advances were already pushing the labor pool towards where it is today, a switch was flipped the last two years that cannot simply be flipped back.

The gig economy; demands for part time work, remote work, and flexible schedules; career switchers; and a rejection of traditional norms regarding post-secondary preparation must be dealt with to fill employment gaps and retain workers who take these jobs. K-12 education is not isolated from these conditions. In fact, they are taking direct hits in labor supply because of them.

These hurdles require broader solutions than previously suggested or embraced.

If K-12 education can respond to these preferences in the labor pool in a way that makes sense for schools, school leaders will have a fighting chance to compete for workers.

The good news in all of this is that Arizona may lead the country in terms of our readiness to respond to the narrow preparation model most schools use to staff schools as well as the growing demand from workers for flexibility and diversity in job assignments. We have tools that allow employers to recruit a larger pool of teacher candidates and to bring them into high quality training in schools as well as to rethink the school day in a way that is beneficial for learning and staffing.

However, we are not maximizing these opportunities. To do so, there are four actions that Arizona should pursue to assert our own solutions to the labor supply puzzle.
ARIZONA SOLUTIONS TO TEACHER SHORTAGES

Legislators should expand and amplify many of these already existing strategies to be easier to use; and to be available for more positions in education that have outdated and unnecessary barriers to hiring and licensure.

1. These locally-initiated Grow Your Own strategies allow school leaders to recruit educated adults with the potential to be great teachers – many already working or volunteering on a school campus - and train them for that school’s specific educational model right on the local K-12 campus. In this way, future educators get real-life, hands-on training and apprentice their way to becoming a classroom teacher.

School leaders must take advantage of these Grow Your Own opportunities in larger numbers.

2. Schools still lean on a single and insufficient pipeline of students coming out of traditional education colleges and then voice frustration that there are not enough teachers to hire. Casting a wide net for talented and educated adults to become teachers is important when competing for talent in one of the tightest labor markets in history. Schools must help diversify the opportunity to become a teacher or shortages will remain.

Local and multi-state training programs and colleges should help schools launch Grow Your Own programs that are authentically local and not just copy-cats of burdensome existing programs.

3. Where possible, any bureaucracy that has attached itself to these new laws should be eliminated or left to the local school systems to add at their discretion. The State and their regulatory arm at the State Board should not over manage these GYO opportunities into the type of programs that are not attracting enough teachers now. They should simply ensure that there are positive outcomes for students and staffing.

As school leaders strategize how Arizona’s new seat time modernization can be leveraged for more effective and customized teaching-and-learning models, they have a great opportunity to rethink staffing and to diversify job offerings for existing and new employees.

4. Arizona has the country’s most flexible seat time statute in the country. This allows school leaders to meet the unique needs of today’s students while also meeting the expectations of a new generation of workers. School leaders should seize the moment.

Together, these actions will not only help school leaders with job-specific challenges in the education space – including the readiness of new teachers – but also help them strategize access to a larger and changing workforce.
In the meantime, schools with vacancies wait. Though this long-standing approach to training teachers has not met the needs of most schools for some time, they are falling even further behind in the modern era. Nationally, experts are calling this time “the most unusual job market in living memory.” America is experiencing record setting labor fluctuations across dozens of industries with half or more of working adults looking to switch careers; or work a part time job or jobs rather than a single full-time career. This means the Education sector is just one of many competing for the same pool of workers who are looking for increasing flexibility and fewer barriers to entry and advancement.

In the late 1990’s, Arizona and other states began to set up legal frameworks for hiring career changers who already have a degree and want to become public-school teachers. However, most of those “alternative” pathways to teaching are simply re-packaged versions of the traditional route which requires career-changers to return to school for expensive second degrees. College-degreed adults with the interest and skill set to become teachers should not have to return to college in order to make that shift. While it is good to have this option available, it is not beneficial for potential teachers who do not want another expensive degree nor is it helpful for schools that need teachers now and cannot just wait for new college graduates to show up on their doorstep.

Further, our most innovative leaders are staffing schools in new ways and willing to give younger workers the flexibility they need while also reshaping outdated school-day models to be more fluid in terms of time and place. This update to teaching and learning requires teacher preparation that looks very different than what most colleges are providing. While Grow Your Own training modules are increasingly
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**DISCUSSION ON RECOMMENDATIONS TO GROW AND RETAIN PUBLIC EDUCATION TALENT**

The pipeline to teaching is primarily dependent upon young adults who decide to enroll in a college of education, participate in sometimes too brief of an internship with little hands-on preparation, and then, hopefully, decide to apply to a school that needs them. Between 2008 and 2020, traditional teacher preparation programs have seen a decline of 34% in annual enrollment.

**Figure 1: Traditional Teacher Preparation Program Enrollment**

![Figure 1: Traditional Teacher Preparation Program Enrollment](source: U.S. Department of Education, Higher Education Act Title II State Report Card System)
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common in the private sector, workforce updates in public education have been slow going due to old legal frameworks authorizing narrow preparation models or political resistance to those who prefer the old way.

With the need to diversify the education workplace and adapt to the expectations of a new generation of workers, such strategies are critical tools for schools to fill long and short-term staffing needs on school campuses now.

Not surprisingly, Arizona has modeled some of the most promising GYO strategies. Our desert state has the opportunity to fully leverage local training of teachers and school leaders to fill vacancies with qualified and motivated adults.

In 2017, S.B.1042 was approved by the Legislature and a new era of Grow Your Own strategies provided thousands of new and qualified teachers for Arizona’s schools. The package of reform allowed for:

1. Embedded training at a K-12 school site, versus just coursework, for adults already with a college degree, and for that training to be provided by the local school. These teachers-in-training can earn a state license to teach once they show they can get results with their students. This is a higher bar than traditional routes.

2. Confirmed content experts to begin teaching immediately in schools that want to hire them. These experts receive training from their local employer and have two years to complete other state requirements.

3. True reciprocity for qualified out-of-state teachers to enter Arizona classrooms immediately rather than having to take additional coursework before teaching students.

These cohorts of educators receive needed training from their employers, local colleges, or both at the discretion of the school system that employs them.

These GYO programs are not required to be used by public schools. They are simply options for those who use them to improve the readiness of incoming staff, fill vacant positions or both. These laws make it possible for them to recruit from a pool of workers with college degrees who want to teach but did not get their first degree in education.

These 2017 reforms not only increased the number of certificated educators available to teach in Arizona, but they also provided targeted strategies that allow school leaders to be more engaged in managing their staffing needs locally versus waiting for education colleges to send them enough new teachers.

The two promising programs from these laws are the Classroom Based Preparation Model and the Subject Matter Experts in the Classroom option.

While these options hold firm on safety requirements such as background checks and fingerprint clearance cards, they allow schools to create less cumbersome, more effective training programs on the mechanics of teaching and to earn a state certificate as a result.

Otherwise, most school districts are 100% reliant on universities to fill their talent vacancies. This also allows effective charter school teachers who have received high quality training to earn their teaching certificate if they so choose.

The Classroom Based Preparation model allows degree-holding adults to be trained right in the K-12 classroom rather than having to go back for a postsecondary institute for expensive degree earning programs. This preparation strategy not only takes advantage of educated teaching talent already on campus who are likely from the neighboring community and have acquired classroom tools, it is much faster and affordable than the traditional route.

The most striking feature of Arizona’s Classroom Based model is that the certificate cannot be granted to the individual on this track until they show results with students.

This is above and beyond the traditional preparation track. Success in the classroom is not required for the large majority of teachers who come thru the traditional preparation pathway via colleges of education. Nor is extended hands-on experience in an actual classroom. The Classroom Based model addresses both of these flaws in the existing pipeline and allows leaders to customize training based on the unique needs and instructional models of their schools.

While going back to college is not required under this law, individual districts can require it as part of their local model.
The Subject Matter Experts Track addressed limitations in prior options to allow college educated workers with an expertise in a certain field to come into the classroom to teach for grades 6-12. Earlier accommodations in state law were very narrow and designed primarily for college professors rather than experts having just left or still working in their field. Experts are now also defined as those with previous work experience in a relevant field – such as biology or world history – rather than just someone with a teaching degree who wants to teach biology. With the various ways of determining subject matter expertise, the State Board of Education is charged with identifying the degrees and work experience that are relevant to subject area taught in schools.

This statute expands the pool of subject matter experts available to work in local district schools and expands which degrees can qualify individuals to earn a teaching certificate. Importantly, subject matter experts do not have to wait for that piece of paper to begin using their expertise to help students learn. The Experts track allows schools to directly recruit experts in the arts, sciences, mathematics, engineering, history, and other areas and allow them to teach those subjects in their high schools while these experts accumulate the other requirements necessary for a teaching certificate.

This tool has been embraced by over 3,000 individuals seeking this pathway to get this credential and local schools are hiring these individuals with more than 2,400 new educators entering the teaching profession through the Experts’ track since 2017.

Figure 2: Classroom-Based Prep Programs Approved in Arizona

- **Approved in 2018**
  - Vail Unified School District
    - Elementary and Secondary
- **Approved in 2020 & 2021**
  - Washington Elementary School District
    - Elementary & Elementary Special Education
- **Approved in 2021**
  - Lake Havasu Unified School District
    - Elementary and Secondary
- **Approved in 2022**
  - Deer Valley Unified School District
    - Mild to Moderate Disabilities Special Education
  - Yuma Union High School District
    - Secondary Education
  - Mesa Unified School District
    - Elementary and Early Childhood and Mild to Moderate Disabilities Special Education
  - Paradise Valley Unified School District
    - Mild to Moderate Disabilities Special Education

The Subject Matter Experts Track has been embraced by over 3,000 individuals seeking this pathway to get this credential and local schools are hiring these individuals with more than 2,400 new educators entering the teaching profession through the Experts’ track since 2017.

Figure 3: Subject Matter Expert Teaching Certificates Issued in Arizona (2017-2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Work Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
<th>College Degree</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is only logical that if we tie schools’ hands and do not let them hire those who can become great teachers and train them to do so, we are asking them to fully staff up from an artificially limited supply of talent.

Clearly, Arizona policymakers have set the foundation to start to allow Arizona’s schools to manage their own talent pipeline. But there are still unnecessary constraints.

Arizona should give local leaders as many options as possible to hire, train and deploy prepared individuals using local training strategies that get results for students.
Legislators should expand these strategies to be easier to use; and to be available for more positions in education that have outdated and unnecessary barriers to hiring and licensure.

These locally-initiated Grow Your Own strategies allow school leaders to recruit educated adults with the potential to be great teachers – many already working or volunteering on a school campus - and train them for that school’s specific educational model right on the local K-12 campus. In this way, future educators get real-life, hands-on training and apprentice their way to becoming a classroom teacher.

- Expanding Subject Matter Experts across all grade levels, subjects, and professional certifications.
- Expanding locally-driven preparation programs to include non-teaching and professional certifications like counselors, assistant principals, and instructional coaches.

As the world of work quickly evolves and modern workers bring a different set of expectations to the workplace, GYO strategies are more important than ever to customize school employer and school employee needs.

**Arizona’s school leaders should take advantage of these options to ensure staff is ready for their teaching-and-learning model, improve retention, improve diversity, and create local staffing models that improve interest in teaching.**

During this time of immense change in the labor supply, most industries have the freedom to hire the best candidates and train them for the job they want them to do. Public education, much less so. But Arizona is in the best position of any state to leverage GYO tools and to use those tools to attract workers who want to come into education with fewer barriers or more flexible work options.

Allowing truly local training programs for adults with college degrees without requiring them to go back for another expensive degree, or to pay for coursework irrelevant to their teaching assignment, has many benefits for schools including meeting the specific staffing needs of schools versus schools changing their local models based on who they can find to hire who is already trained.
While Arizona colleges have made some adjustments to their teacher preparation programs in recent years, and have been nationally recognized for doing so, they still fall short of meeting the need. In fact, one state university in Arizona does not even offer undergraduate degrees for secondary education thus leaving an even smaller pool of local talent for staffing high schools.

Additionally, new teachers coming out of these programs tend to go to the school systems that have agreements with the universities. This tends to put small and rural systems at a disadvantage.

The GYO pathways not only provide an additional pool from which to recruit teachers, it provides a unique pathway for preparing teachers for specific models and students.

Both of these strategies not only provide a great match for schools and their staffing needs, they reduce the amount of time it takes to prepare new teachers to have success in the classroom.

**School leaders must take advantage of these Grow Your Own opportunities in larger numbers.**

Many schools still lean on a single and insufficient pipeline of students coming out of Education colleges and then voice frustration that there are not enough teachers to hire. Casting a wide net for talented and educated adults to become teachers is important when competing for talent in one of the tightest labor markets in history. Schools must help diversify the opportunity to become a teacher or shortages will remain. This includes finding additional opportunities to seed these Grow Your Own programs through philanthropic or state funding to overcome resource gaps.

While thousands of new and qualified teachers are in classrooms thanks to these tools, too few school systems are taking advantage of this opportunity to fill staffing positions through their own locally driven preparation programs. One reason may be a lack of time, confidence or resources to build such programs.

Most institution-based workforce training is very general and standardized, this includes preparation for becoming a teacher. Schools should not attempt to re-locate a university coursework model to their school campus. Most GYO models are heavy on the development of hands-on skills relevant to their staff’s day-to-day teaching assignments.

Schools can, if they so choose, add additional coursework on to this model. After all, the state authority is a baseline authority that schools can customize for their own purposes. While we think adding too much postsecondary coursework on to these programs can be counterproductive and dilute the advantages of local training, schools may develop programs they and their constituencies are comfortable offering that are over the baseline required in law if they so choose.

**Local and multi-state training programs and colleges should help schools launch Grow Your Own programs that are authentically local and not just copy-cats of burdensome existing programs.**

Where possible, any bureaucracy that has attached itself to these new laws should be eliminated or left to the local school systems to add at their discretion. The State and their regulatory arm at the State Board should not over manage these GYO opportunities into the type of programs that are not attracting enough teachers now. They should simply ensure that there are positive outcomes for students and staffing.
As school leaders strategize how Arizona’s new seat time modernization can be leveraged for more effective and customized teaching-and-learning models, they have a great opportunity to rethink staffing and to diversify job offerings for existing and new employees.

Arizona has the country’s most flexible seat time statute in the country. This allows school leaders to meet the unique needs of today’s students while also meeting the expectations of a new generation of workers.
CONCLUSION

The importance of opening new pathways to the classroom cannot be overstated. In an era where workers hold very individualized visions for their work life, the one-size fits all staffing model that worked generations ago must be rethought. Without efforts recommended in this paper, schools will continue to fall behind in their competition for talent regardless of where states land on teacher pay.
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